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Abstract
The strain introduced by lattice mismatch is a built-in characteristic in Si/SiGe
heterostructures, which has significant influences on various material properties. Proper
design and precise control of strain within Si/SiGe heterostructures, namely, the so-called
“strain engineering”, have become a very important way not only for substantial performance
enhancement of conventional microelectronic devices, but also to allow novel device concepts
to be integrated with Si chips for new functions, e.g. Si-based optoelectronics. This thesis thus
describes studies on two subjects of such strain-engineered Si/SiGe heterostructures grown by
Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE). The first one focuses on the growth and characterizations of
delicately strain-symmetrized Si/SiGe multi-quantum-well/superlattice structures on fully
relaxed SiGe virtual substrates for light emission in the THz frequency range. The second one
investigates the strain relaxation mechanism of thin SiGe layers during MBE growth and
post-growth processes in non-conventional conditions.
Two types of THz emitters, based on different quantum cascade (QC) intersubband
transition schemes, were studied. The QC emitters using the diagonal transition between two
adjacent wells were grown with Si/Si0.7Ge0.3 superlattices up to 100 periods. It was shown that
the nearly perfect strain symmetry in the superlattice with a high material quality was
obtained. The layer parameters were precisely controlled with deviations of ≤ +2 Å in layer
thickness and ≤ ±1.5 at % in Ge composition from the designed values. The fabricated emitter
devices exhibited a dominating emission peak at ~13 meV (~3 THz), which was consistent
with the design. An attempt for producing the first QC THz emitter based on the bound-tocontinuum transition was made. The structures with a complicated design of 20 periods of
active units were extremely challenging for the growth. Each unit contained 16
Si/Si0.724Ge0.276 superlattice layers, in which the thinnest one was only 8 Å. The growth
parameters were carefully studied, and several samples with different boron δ-doping
concentrations were grown at optimized conditions. Extensive material characterizations
revealed a high crystalline quality of the grown structures with an excellent growth control,
while the heavy δ-doping may introduce layer undulations as a result of the non-uniformity in
the strain field. Moreover, carrier lifetime dynamics, which is crucial for the THz QC
structure design, was also investigated. Strain-symmetrized Si/SiGe multi-quantum-well
structures, designed for probing the carrier lifetime of intersubband transitions inside a well
between heavy hole 1 (HH1) and light hole 1 (LH1) states with transition energies below the
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optical phonon energy, were grown on SiGe virtual substrates. The lifetime of the LH1
excited state was determined directly with pump-probe spectroscopy. The measurements
indicated an increase of lifetime by a factor of ~2 due to the increasingly unconfined LH1
state, which agreed very well with the theory. It also showed a very long lifetime of several
hundred picoseconds for the holes excited out of the well to transit back to the well through a
diagonal process.
Strained SiGe grown on Si (110) substrates has promising potentials for high-speed
microelectronics devices due to the enhanced carrier mobility. Strain relaxation of
SiGe/Si(110) subjected to different annealing treatments was studied by X-ray reciprocal
space mapping. The in-plane lattice mismatch was found to be asymmetric with the major
strain relaxation observed in the lateral [001] direction. It was concluded that this was
associated to the formation and propagation of conventional a/2<110> dislocations oriented
along [ 1 10]. This was different from the relaxation observed during growth, which was
mainly along in-plane [ 1 10].
A novel MBE growth process involving low-temperature (LT) buffer layers was
investigated, in order to fabricate thin strain-relaxed Si0.6Ge0.4 virtual substrates. At a certain
LT-buffer growth temperature, a dramatic increase in the strain relaxation accompanied with
a decrease of surface roughness was observed in the top SiGe, together with a crosshatch/cross-hatch-free transition in the surface morphology. It was explained by the
association with a certain onset stage of the ordered/disordered transition during the growth of
the LT-SiGe buffer.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning
Kisel(Si)-baserad mikroelektronik har utvecklats under en femtioårsperiod till att bli basen för
vår nuvarande informationsteknologi. Förutom att integrera fler och mindre komponenter på
varje kisel-chip så utvecklas metoder att modifiera och förbättra materialegenskaperna för att
förbättra prestanda ytterligare. Ett sätt att göra detta är att kombinera kisel med germanium
(Ge) bl.a. för att skapa kvantstrukturer av nanometer-storlek. Eftersom Ge-atomerna är större
än Si-atomerna kan man skapa en töjning i materialet vilket kan förbättra egenskaperna,
ex.vis hur snabbt laddningarna (elektronerna) rör sig i materialet. Genom att variera Gekoncentrationen i tunna skikt kan man skapa skikt som är antingen komprimerade eller
expanderade och därmed ger möjlighet att göra strukturer för tillverkning av nya typer av
komponenter för mikroelektronik eller optoelektronik. I detta avhandlingsarbete har Si/SiGe
nanostrukturer tillverkats med molekylstråle-epitaxi-teknik (molecular beam epitaxy, MBE).
Med denna teknik byggs materialet upp på ett substrat, atomlager för atomlager, med mycket
god kontroll på sammansättningen av varje skikt. Samtidigt kan töjningen av materialet
designas så att inga defekter skapas alternativt många defekter genereras på ett kontrollerat
sätt. I denna avhandling beskrivs detaljerade studier av hur töjda Si/SiGe-strukturer kan
tillverkas och ge nya potentiella tillämpningar ex.vis som källa för infraröd strålning.
Studierna
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de

olika

töjda

skikten

har

framför

allt

gjorts

med

avancerade

röntgendiffraktionsmätningar och transmissionselektronmikroskopi.
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Preface
This doctorate thesis is based on the research work carried out from July 2003 to May 2008 at
the Surface and Semiconductor Physics Division in the Department of Physics, Chemistry and
Biology (IFM), Linköping University, Sweden. The research related to Si/SiGe THz quantum
cascade emitters was mainly initiated by the European Union cooperative project: Silicon
Heterostructure INtersubband Emitters (SHINE, project No. IST-2001-38035) during 20032005. It was also supported by the grants from Swedish Research Council (VR) and Swedish
Defense-related Nano Research Program (F-NANO).
As a part of the collaborative research in this project, my major task focused on the
investigations of material growth/characterization of the emitter structures, and supplied
grown structures to other partners for further device processing and electric/optical
measurements. Since 2006, the work has been more devoted to studies on the strain relaxation
of Si/SiGe heterostructures. In the course of my Ph.D study, over 200 samples were grown,
and a couple of growth records in the MBE Lab were made, including: (1) successful growth
of the most complicated Si/SiGe quantum-well/superlattice structures; (2) longest process
time of ~24 hours for a continuous growth run without stops (~30 hours for me without sleep
twice in a row— personal record!).
This thesis is divided into tow parts. The first part gives a general introduction to the
research background, relevant physics fundamentals, and experimental techniques. The
second part compiles five major publications.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Chapter 1

Introduction
Since the first integrated circuit (IC) was made in 1959 [1], the silicon (Si) microelectronics
industry has experienced a rapid development for nearly 50 years, and formed the foundation
for the “Information Revolution” in the twenty-first century. The technology trend of device
scaling in ICs has generally followed the predictions of Gordan E. Moore — the famous
“Moore’s Law” [2, 3]. However, as the complexity of microchips continuously increases
while the channel length of metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs)
approaches to 45 nm and even below, there have been more and more severe technical
challenges for the semiconductor industry to prolong the validation of Moore’s Law, or in
other words, to delay the time for the forthcoming “Moore’s Wall”. Therefore, significant
efforts have been made, in order to walk around with the scaling-caused physical limitations
in one way or another. The advance of such emerging technologies was described by Bernard
S. Meyerson in the foreword of Silicon Heterostructure Handbook: “…, as I have already
noted the now asymptotic nature of performance gains to be had from continued classical
device scaling, leading to a new industry focus on innovation rather than pure scaling” [4].
Si has been the dominating material in the semiconductor industry since 1970s, and Sibased devices nowadays account for over 97% of all microelectronics. The ultimate reasons
are the superior manufacturability, very stable chemical and electric properties of Siassociated insulators (SiO2 and Si3N4), as compared to other semiconductors. Furthermore, Si
is the second richest element available in the earth crust, so there is no worry in the nature
resource. However, the electric and optical natures of Si itself, such as low carrier mobilities
and indirect bandgap, make it less ideal and efficient for advanced microelectronic devices,
and prohibit it to be used in many optoelectronic applications. Thereby, significant studies
have been carried out for the past two decades in order to improve the material properties of
Si by various approaches, among which Silicon-Germanium (SiGe) technology is one of the
most important and promising ways.
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Si and Ge both belong to group IV in the periodic table, but Ge has a smaller bandgap and
a larger lattice constant compared to Si. They have the same crystallographic structure of
diamond type and are chemically compatible to each other, so that Si1-xGex alloys can be
formed with any value of 0<x<1. When Si and Si1-xGex are epitaxially grown in a
pseudomorphic way forming Si/SiGe heterostructures, it has been discovered that the latticemismatch-introduced strain has profound influences on the bulk band structure and band
offset at the heterojunction interface, which in turn alters the electric and optical
characteristics of the material. These “strain engineered” Si/SiGe materials are now playing
one of the key roles in enhancing the performance of Si-based devices. In microelectronic
applications, as a good example, strained Si or SiGe has been used as high-mobility carrier
transport channels for high-speed MOSFETs, which have been considered as the propelling
force for the emerging IC technology [4, 5]. In optoelectronic field, the strained Si/SiGe
quantum well/superlattice and SiGe quantum dots have also shown great potentials for
fabrication of Si-based light emitters or detectors in the near- and mid/far-infrared region.
The progress of the SiGe technology and hence the novel devices would have not been
possible if without advances of epitaxial growth techniques. Since the first attempt of
epitaxial growth of pseudomorphic Si/SiGe heterostructures was made in 1975 by using
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [6], the growth techniques have been rather mature with
substantial understandings established concerning the fundamental issues related to the
growth of such materials, including strain relaxation mechanism, doping kinetics, defects,
surface morphology, etc. However, as much more complex heterostructures with stringent
requirements are requested in the new device architectures, it has been highly demanded to
develop further knowledge and techniques in terms of growth and characterizations, in order
to obtain such high-quality Si/SiGe heterostrcutres with tailorable and desired material
properties.
The work presented in this thesis was devoted to the strain-engineering of Si/SiGe
semiconductors with the main focus on two parts. The first part concerned the growth and
characterizations of delicately strain-symmetrized Si/SiGe multiple quantum wells/
superlattices for THz quantum cascade (QC) emitters. The second part involved studies on the
mechanism of strain relaxation of SiGe thin films on Si during the MBE growth and postgrowth process. The investigations on these unconventional growth processes and structures
revealed the capability of Si/Ge MBE, and would provide more physical insights and
understandings for further material and device applications.
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Si/SiGe Semiconductors
2.1 Fundamental Properties of Bulk Materials
2.1.1 Elements of Silicon and Germanium
Si and Ge crystallize in the diamond lattice structure, which can be regarded as two facecentered cubic (fcc) Bravais lattices displaced to each other one quarter of the space diagonal.
In the diamond lattice, each atom is bonded to four equivalent nearest-neighbor atoms located
at the corners of a regular tetrahedron. One conventional cubic cell contains four such
tetrahedrons. The diamond structure for column IV elements (Si and Ge in our case) is the
result of the directional covalent bonding through sharing the four valence electrons of one
atom with its four nearest neighbors. A conventional cubic cell of diamond lattice with lattice
constant of a is depicted in Figure 2.1, where the covalent bonds between adjacent atoms are
represented by the rods. At 300 K, the lattice constants of Si and Ge are 5.431 Å and 5.6575
Å, respectively [1]. The reciprocal lattice of the fcc Bravais lattice for the diamond structure is
the body-centered cubic (bcc) lattice. Figure 2.2 shows the first Brillouin zone of fcc lattice,
together with indications of high symmetry points and lines.

Figure 2.2: The first Brillouin zone of fcc lattice
Figure 2.1: Diamond lattice structure of Si

with important symmetry points (Γ, Χ, L, K, W,

and Ge.

and U) and lines (Δ, Λ, and Σ).
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As depicted in Figure 2.3, Si and Ge are both indirect bandgap semiconductors, where the
lowest conduction band minima and highest valence band maxima are located at different
positions in the reciprocal space (k space). The valence band maxima for Si and Ge are
located at k=0 (i.e. Γ-point) with rather complicated structures, as each band maximum
consists of degenerate heavy-hole (HH) subbands and light-hole (LH) subbands, together with
a spin-orbit (SO) subband lower in energy by the spin-orbit splitting energy Δ. The major
difference between Si and Ge occurs in the conduction band. Si has six-fold degenerate
conduction band minima at k ≈ 0.85 × ( 2π / a ) away from the Γ-point along the Δ-direction
(<100>-direction) towards X-points. The conduction band minima for Ge are located at Lpoints along <111>-direction on the Brillouin zone boundary. The resulted indirect bandgap
energy at 300 K for Si and Ge are 1.12 eV and 0.664 eV, respectively [2].

Figure 2.3: Band structure of Si and Ge [3].

In Si and Ge, the surface of constant energy in the conduction band minima is in the form
of ellipsoid with the symmetry axis along <100> directions for Si, and <111> directions for
Ge. Therefore, as illustrated in Figure 2.4 (for Si as an example), the electron effective mass is
anisotropic, as which can be described by the longitudinal effective mass ml along the
symmetry axis of the ellipsoid, and the transverse effective mass mt in the plane normal to
the symmetry axis [4]. The values of ml and mt , together with other important constants for
Si and Ge are summarized in Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.4: Constant energy surface of
conduction band minima in Si. The directions
for ml and mt of one valley are indicated.

Table 2.1: Important physical constants of intrinsic Si and Ge at 300 K.

Si

Ge

Atomic number

14

32

Relative atomic mass

28.0855[5]

72.59[5]

Lattice Constant a (Å)

5.431 [1]

5.6575 [1]

Lattice mismatch to Si (%)

0

+4.17

Melting Point (°C)

1414 [6]

938.3 [6]

1.12 [2]

0.664 [2]

ml

0.916 [7]

1.59 [7]

mt

0.191 [7]

0.082 [7]

Effective heavy-hole mass mhh ( m0 )

0.537 [7]

0.284 [7]

Effective light-hole mass mlh ( m0 )

0.153 [7]

0.044 [7]

Electron drift mobility μe ( cm2 / Vs )

1450 [7]

3900 [7]

Hole drift mobility μh ( cm2 / Vs )

505 [7]

1800 [7]

Thermal conductivity κ ( W / cm°C )

1.5 [2]

0.6 [2]

Indirect bandgap E

ind .
g

(eV)

Effective electron masses ( m0 )

2.1.2 Unstrained Si1-xGex Alloy
Si and Ge are completely miscible, so that they can form Si1-xGex alloy of diamond lattice
structure with x ranging from 0 to 1. The lattice constant of Si1-xGex across the entire x range
has been measured by Dismukes et al. [1], as depicted in Figure 2.5. The experimental results
7
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revealed a slight deviation of no more than ~10-3 Å from Vegard’s rule. Therefore, the lattice
constant of Si1-xGex with arbitrary x can be generally determined by a linear interpolation
between the lattice constants of Si and Ge:
aSiGe ( x ) = (1 − x )aSi + aGe

(2.1)

The linear interpolation method could be a practical approach for other structural parameters
of Si1-xGex, such as elastic constants, when experimental data are not available in the whole x
range.

Figure 2.5: Lattice constant of SiGe alloy as a
function of Ge atomic content.

The compositional dependence of the indirect bandgap energy of unstrained Si1-xGex
alloys has been investigated by means of absorption [8] and photoluminescence [9]
measurements. The experimental results are summarized in Figure 2.6. It was found that Si1xGex

alloys exhibit a Si-like band structure with the conduction band minima located at Δ-

points for x<0.85. When increasing x over ~0.85, a transition occurs that the alloy has the Gelike conduction band minima at L-points.
Figure 2.6: Compositional dependence of the
indirect bandgap energy of Si1-xGex alloys. ▲
represents the data determined by absorption
measurements [8], ■ represents the data
obtained by photoluminescence measurements
[9], the broken line corresponds to the
analytical expression given in Ref. 10, and the
solid line gives the fit to the measurements
[11].
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2.2 Strain Effects in SiGe
2.2.1 Strain
When a thin semiconductor layer with the bulk lattice constant of a L is epitaxially grown on
another semiconductor substrate with a different lattice parameter of a S , the in-plane lattice
constant of the layer could be constrained to fit with that of the substrate. This so-called
pseudomorphic (or commensurate) growth mode thus introduces the biaxial elastic strain in
the growth plane of the epi-layer. As the layer material tries to reserve its volume, the uniaxial
strain governed by the Poisson effect is simultaneously generated in the direction
perpendicular to the growth plane, resulting in a tetragonal distortion to the lattice. However,
there exits a limit for accommodating the lattice mismatch between two semiconductors by
the elastic strain. If the layer thickness is over a critical value, the strain could be relaxed
plastically via formation of dislocations, so that the layer lattice constants would be partially
or completely restored to its bulk value (this is called the incommensurate growth mode).
Figure 2.7 schematically illustrates the cases for the pseudomorphic growth (commensurate
growth) and the strain relaxation (incommensurate growth). More detailed mechanisms of
strain relaxation will be described in Chapter 3.

Figure 2.7: Schematic demonstration of formation of (a) compressive strain and (b) tensile strain in
the epi-layer via pseudomorphic growth. (c) illustrates the fully strain relaxation in an epi-layer. a L
L
L
and a S are the bulk lattice constants of the layer material and the substrate. a// and a⊥ are the in-

plane and perpendicular lattice constants of the epi-layer caused by the tetragonal distortion.
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In general, the epi-layer strain ε and the epi-layer/substrate lattice mismatch f in both
lateral and perpendicular directions (indicated by subscripts of // and ⊥) are given as:

ε // =

a//L − a L a//L
= L −1
aL
a

(2.2)

ε⊥ =

a⊥L − a L a⊥L
= L −1
aL
a

(2.3)

f // =

a//L − a//S a//L
= S −1
a//S
a//

(2.4)

f⊥ =

a⊥L − a⊥S a//L
= S −1
a⊥S
a⊥

(2.5)

where, the indices of L and S represent the epi-layer and substrate, respectively. The strain ε
can be classified as compressive or tensile depending on its sign (negative for compressive
strain and positive for tensile strain), and is shown in Figure 2.7(a) and (b) for the in-plane
directions. Because of the lattice constant difference in unstrained Si1-xGex, in-plan biaxial
compressive and tensile strain can be introduced by growing Si1-xGex on Si substrates or
relaxed Si1-yGey with x>y, and Si or Si1-xGex on relaxed Si1-yGey with x<y, respectively.
Based on the bulk elastic theory for homogeneous deformation, the ratio of ε // / ( ε // − ε ⊥ ) for
growth planes perpendicular to a symmetric axis in an anisotropic solid (such as SiGe) was
derived by Hornstra and Bartels [12]:

ε //

c11
1 −ν
=
c11 + 2c12 1 + ν

(2.6)

for {110} :

1
c11 + C
2
=
ε // − ε ⊥ c11 + 2c12

(2.7)

for {111} :

2
c11 + C
3
=
ε // − ε ⊥ c11 + 2c12

(2.8)

for {100} :

ε // − ε ⊥

=

ε //

ε //

where, C = 2c44 − c11 + c12 and ν = c12 / ( c11 + c12 ) . Therefore, the general form of average (or
equivalent) lattice mismatch at an arbitrary strain condition on those planes can be calculated
using

f =

10

aL
ε //
− 1 = ( f ⊥ − f // )
+ f //
aS
ε // − ε ⊥

(2.9)
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The quantity C , Poisson ratio ν , and elastic constants c11 , c12 and c44 are given in Table 2.2
for Si and Ge.
Table 2.2: Elastic constants and Poisson ratio of Si and Ge (in 1010 Pa) [12].

c11

c12

c44

ν

C

Si

16.58

6.39

7.96

0.278

5.73

Ge

12.85

4.83

6.68

0.273

5.34

2.2.2 Strain Effects on the Band Structure and Band Alignment
The influence of strain on the band structure of a semiconductor can be discussed in two parts
— hydrostatic and uniaxial part. Hydrostatic strain, resulting from the change in the volume
of the material, shifts the energetic position of a band (and also changes the bandgap). The
uniaxial strain splits the degeneracy of the band due to the broken symmetry, but it has no
effects on the average band energy. The general strain effect is schematically illustrated in
Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Schematic drawing of the strain effect on a degenerate band [13].

In the Si-like Si1-xGex with x<0.85, which is the Ge content range studied in this thesis,
the uniaxial strain has a significant influence on the conduction band minima at Δ-points with
a six-fold degenerate ellipsoid structure. In this case, as shown in Figure 2.9, the Δ-minimum
splits into a set of two-fold (Δ2) and four-fold (Δ4) degenerate valleys, separated by a latticedistortion-introduced splitting energy of ΔEs which can be calculated using the deformation
potential theory [14, 15]. For a Si1-xGex alloy under biaxial compressive strain within the x-y
growth plane (in other words, under uniaxial tensile strain along z-direction), Figure 2.9(a)
illustrates the corresponding changes in the conduction band Δ-minima, where the Δ2 and Δ4
bands move in opposite directions. As aforementioned, the uniaxial strain does not change the
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average energy level, therefore the Δ2 band has to move by twice the amount as the Δ4 level
from the average conduction band edge Ec ,av . Consequently, the conduction band edge is now
defined by the energy position of the Δ4-minima. As electrons preferably occupy the lower Δ4
bands in order to minimize the total system energy, the volume defined by the constant energy
surface of Δ4 valleys is then much larger. This leads to a much higher average electron
mobility along the z-direction, because the majority of electrons are now characterized by the
transverse effective mass mt with a much lower value (recall Figure 2.4 and Table 2.1). At
the same time, the electron mobility within the growth plan is much lower due to the heavier
effective mass. In the opposite case where the Si1-xGex under biaxial tensile strain parallel to
the growth plane (i.e., under uniaxial compressive strain in z-direction), the strain causes the
up-shift for Δ4 bands and downshift for Δ2 bands. So the Δ2 bands define the conduction band
edge, and Δ2 valley pockets are much larger. Due to the same mechanism, the electrons
traveling within the x-y plane thus experience a higher average mobility, while the electron
transport along z-direction becomes slower. This effect, together with the simultaneous
suppression of intervalley scattering due to the band splitting, is largely responsible for the
booming of the strained Si technology nowadays for high-speed n-MOSFETs [16, 17].

Figure 2.9: Conduction band modification
of Si1-xGex under (a) in-plane biaxial
compressive strain, and (b) in-plane biaxial
tensile strain.

The strain-caused band splitting also takes place in the valence band for a strained Si1xGex.

The in-plane compressive strain, which can be introduced by the pseudomorphic growth

of Si1-xGex on, for example, Si (001) substrates, shifts the HH band upwards, and LH as well
as SO bands downwards. Therefore the degeneracy between HH and LH bands no longer
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exists. At the same time, the dispersion characteristics of these two bands near the Γ-point
( k ≈ 0 ) exchange, such that the HH band has a LH-like curvature and vice versa. An example
is shown in Figure 2.10, demonstrating these effects for the case of compressive strained
Si0.6Ge0.4. The in-plane tensile strain, on the other hand, leads to the lift-up for the LH band
and downshift for the HH band. The dispersion near the Γ point is also switched between
these two bands. Regardless of the strain applied, holes will minimize the system total energy
by repopulating into the lower energy portions of the bands. Most of holes then occupy the
HH band for biaxial compressive-strained Si1-xGex, resulting in enhanced mobility in the
growth plane but lower mobility in the direction normal to the growth surface. Accordingly, a
totally opposite situation applies to the Si1-xGex subjected to the biaxial tensile strain.

Figure 2.10: Valence band structure based on k.p calculations for (a) unstrained Si0.6Ge0.4 and (b)
compressive strained Si0.6Ge0.4 pseudomorphically grown on Si(001) [18].

It is evidenced that the strain introduced in SiGe heterostructures by pseudomorphic
growth dramatically modifies the band structures and thus the effective bandgap from their
equilibrium bulk nature. Based on the model solid theory [19], and taking into account the
strain effects, the bandgap of a strained Si1-xGex layer pseudomorphically grown on a relaxed
Si1-yGey and the corresponding band discontinuities across the heterojunction interface have
been calculated for the entire range of x and y, which are of essential importance for the SiGe
band engineering. Figure 2.11(a)-(c) summarize those data obtained from the nonlocal
empirical pseudopotential theory for pseudomorphically grown Si1-xGex on relaxed Si1-yGey
(001) surface.
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Figure 2.11: (a) Bandgap, (b) conduction band discontinuity, and (c) valence band discontinuity for a
strained Si1-xGex layer pseudomorphically grown on a relaxed Si1-yGey (001) substrate. Data are
calculated based on the nonlocal empirical pseudopotential theory. The energy value is in meV, and
“quantum well” as well as “barrier” are referred to the strained layer for carriers in the corresponding
band. From [20] after [21, 22].

2.3 Si/SiGe Quantum Structures
2.3.1 Carrier Quantization Effects in Low-Dimensional Structures
Due to the conservation constrains for both energy and momentum, the band-to-band optical
transitions in indirect bandgap semiconductors usually involve interactions with phonons,
which thus causes slow and inefficient transition processes. Therefore, Si, Ge and their alloys
are in general considered as poor materials for most optical applications, especially for light
emission. With the development of epitaxial growth and other fabrication techniques,
semiconductor nano-structures can nowadays be obtained with a precise control down to
atomic scale. As the geometrical dimension of nanometer-size structures is comparable with
the de Broglie wavelength of the carriers, quantum mechanical effects take place. In particular,
these quantum structures provide the possibility to enhance the optical properties of indirect
bandgap semiconductor systems, such as Si/Ge.
A quantum structure can be formed, for example, by embedding a semiconductor within
another semiconductor having a larger bandgap. Energy barriers arising at abrupt
heterointerfaces due to sharp band discontinuities lead to the quantum confinement effect of
carriers. The characteristics of confined carriers are described through the density of states
(DOS), defined as the number of electronic states per unit volume and energy. Depending on
the physical shape of the narrow-gap material and hence the dimension of carrier confinement,
14
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semiconductor quantum structures can be classified as quantum wells (QW), quantum wires
(QWr) and quantum dots (QD), as shown in Figure 2.12. In a homogeneous bulk
semiconductor where there is no confinement effect, the carriers can move in any direction,
and the corresponding DOS shows a square-root dependence in energy spectrum. The QW
structure with a step-like DOS function usually involves a thin layer of narrow-gap
semiconductor, where the carriers are confined only along the layer stacking direction while
move freely within the layer plane, forming the so-called two-dimensional (2D) carrier gas.
When the narrow-gap semiconductor is in the shape of a stripe, the carrier motion is
constrained to be along the stripe direction. This kind of structures are referred as QWrs,
characterized with a spike-like DOS function. For the QD structure, the carrier confinement is
eventually applied in all directions. In this case, the DOS turns to be a Dirac δ-function
characterized with a discrete spectrum. Utilizing the tunable bandgap energy of SiGe coupled
with strain effects, all kinds of quantum structures can be formed using Si/SiGe.

Figure 2.12: Schematic illustrations of a bulk, quantum well, quantum wire and quantum dot structure
(highlighted in gray), together with plots of their corresponding density of states.

2.3.2 Si/SiGe Quantum Well and Superlattice
Depending on the conduction and valence band alignment, there are two types of QWs,
namely, type I and type II, as shown in Figure 2.13. In the type I QW, the bandgap of the
narrow-gap material lies entirely within the gap of the surrounding semiconductor. While in
the type II case, the lower conduction band and the higher valence band are located in
different material regions, leading to a separation of electrons and holes.
15
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Figure 2.13: Schematic drawing of type I and
type II QWs (the band offsets are not to scale).

A natural way to fabricate SiGe QWs of high crystalline quality is through epitaxial
growth in the pseudomorphic mode. In most cases, QWs in Si/Ge system are of type II, which
has been confirmed by many experimental and theoretical studies (see Ref. 23 and references
therein). Potential wells in either conduction band or valence band can be obtained by using
different combinations of Si1-xGex/Si1-yGey (x≠y) under various strain conditions. As
mentioned in section 2.2.2, this is essentially determined by the band offsets at the
heterointerfaces, which are not only a direct consequence of different bandgaps and the lineup
of different bands, but also are significantly affected by the strain introduced in different
material regions. Figure 2.14 demonstrates band offsets across different heterojunction
interfaces. For a Si1-xGex layer grown on bulk Si as shown in Figure 2.14(a), the Si1-xGex layer
is compressively strained in the growth plane. The valence band offset is substantially larger
than the one in the conduction band, so that a comparatively deep well for holes and a low
barrier for electrons could be created in the Si1-xGex layer embedded in Si. (Note that x>~0.4,
otherwise a type I QW results but with a negligibly small conduction band offset [23]). The
situation is similar when growing a Si1-xGex layer on relaxed Si1-yGey with x>y. Type II SiGe
heterostructures with a larger conduction band offset could be obtained by the growth of a Si
or Si1-xGex layer on relaxed Si1-yGey with y>x [Figure 2.14(b)]. In this case, a tensile strain is
introduced in the Si or Si1-xGex layer to lower the energy positions of both edges of the
conduction and valence bands, and a deeper well arises in the conduction band for electrons
while a smaller barrier forms in the valence band.
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Figure 2.14: The band offsets for (a) a compressive strained Si1-xGex layer (x>~0.4) on relaxed Si
(bulk Si), and (b) a tensile strained Si layer on relaxed (unstrained) Si1-yGey. Both heterostructures are
formed by pseudomrophic growth [17].

The quantum confinement states inside QWs for the SiGe system are quite complicated
because of the presence of subbands, band/subband degeneracy, strain-introduced subband
shift and splitting, etc. Examples of QWs with different subband states are shown in Figure
2.15 for both electrons and holes. As can be seen in Figure 2.15(a), the HH, LH and SO
subbands all have different band offsets and subband confinement energies within the QW.
The effective masses associated with different subband states are also different. As to the QW
in the conduction band [Figure 2.15(b)], longitudinal (EL) and transverse (ET) subband states
arise since the strain splits the degenerate conduction band valley structure into subbands
characterized by different effective masses. Despite the resultant complexity, one important
benefit of quantum confinement is that carriers at different subband states of the same well are
all located at k ≈ 0 in the reciprocal space, consequently the transitions between those
subband states are mostly direct in both real space and reciprocal space. Therefore, the
obstacles, imposed by the indirect interband transition (i.e., the indirect bandgap) in Si and
SiGe bulk, no longer exist in such direct intersubband transitions in Si/SiGe QW structures,
which thereby makes SiGe a useful material with great potentials for optical applications in
the mid/far-infrared region.
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Figure 2.15: Schematic illustration of subband states (not to scale) formed in (a) a valence band QW
for holes, and (b) a conduction QW for electrons [17].

A logic step beyond the single QW structure is to increase the number of wells and
barriers to give alternating layers of wells and barriers, forming multiple QWs. In the case
where the period of QWs is smaller than the electron mean free path, the structure is referred
as a superlattice, since a second level of periodicity is imposed on the first level, which is the
atomic crystalline nature of the semiconductors. A major difference in superlattice is that the
sublevels previously allocated in discrete single QWs could communicate with each other.
This could subsequently destroy the sharp subband bound states, resulting in the formation of
a miniband across the entire superlattice structure. Since the superlattice period is longer than
that of the lattice and the periodic potential is weaker, minibands and minibandgaps appear on
a much smaller scale of energies. Furthermore, the motion of carriers in the minibands could
be limited only in one direction (i.e., the superlattice growth direction). The miniband would
thus form an efficient carrier transport channel through out the superlattice structure, which
has been used as an important mechanism for carrier injection into the upper transition states
and depopulation of lower states in QC light emitters [20, 24, 25]. The miniband structures
can be tuned by varying the composition and thickness of the superlattice layers, for example,
the bands become narrower as the barriers between wells become thicker.

2.3.3 SiGe/Si Quantum Dots
Self-assembled Ge QDs of high density can be simply obtained on Si during growth under the
so-called Stranski-Krastonov mode. However, due to Ge-Si intermixing, Ge QDs are usually
Ge-riched SiGe islands. In this case, the QDs are under compressive strain, while the
immediately surrounding Si becomes tensile strained [26]. This kind of spontaneous strain
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symmetrization leads to the type II band alignment in QD heterostructures [27], which have
similar strain effects on the subband states as those for the QWs. In addition, the high Ge
composition and consequently large strain within the QDs, together with the tensile strained
surrounding Si, result in much larger band offsets and hence a larger wavefunction overlap
between electrons and holes in real space. This effect, combined with efficient localization of
holes and electrons at the QD heterointerfaces due to the three-dimensional (3D) confinement,
largely enhances the probability of direct interband optical transitions across heterointerfaces
without assistants of phonons. Therefore, Ge QDs are very attractive for optical applications
in the near/mid-infrared region.
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Chapter 3

Si/Ge Molecular Beam Epitaxy
3.1 Fundamentals
In this thesis work, all samples were grown by using solid-source molecular beam epitaxy
(SSMBE), which has been widely used in research laboratories for fundamental material
studies due to its special features. For SSMBE, the process originally starts with physical
evaporation of the constituent elements from solid-phase sources at high local temperatures.
The resulting thermal-energy molecular or atomic beams subsequently travel through the
ultra-high vacuum (UHV) chamber towards the substrate without involving any chemical
change [1]. Finally, epitaxy of solid films takes place via interactions between the adsorbed
atoms and crystalline sites on the substrate surface maintained at an elevated temperature. The
quick switch of different species during the growth can be simply done by opening or closing
the shutter in front of individual beam source, so that abrupt heterojunction interfaces and
doping profiles are possible. The composition and doping level of the grown epi-layer are
controlled mainly through the relative arrival rates of the constituent and dopant elements that
are directly associated with the evaporation rates of the appropriate sources. Because of the
pure physical nature of the growth process, the UHV growth environment, and the high
sticking coefficient of main growth species (~1 for Si and Ge at supersaturation conditions),
the growth process in MBE has several unique properties, such as temperature-independent
growth rates, precise growth control at an atomic level, low temperature growth, low impurity
levels in the epi-layer, and possibilities of in-situ surface analysis.
During MBE growth, vapor phase molecules or atoms interact with the solid phase
substrate through a series of surface processes as illustrated in Figure 3.1. When the
impinging molecules or atoms arrive on the surface, depending on the sticking coefficient (<
1 for many dopants), some of them stay and the rest desorb to the ambient. For Si-MBE, the
adsorbed species on the surface are predominated by atoms [2]. Upon the surface properties
and a high enough migration energy connected to the substrate temperature, resulted adatoms
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may undergo various diffusion processes, and finally incorporate into lattice sites of the
substrate or the epi-layer already formed. In general, the most favorable incorporation sites
are kinks on the step terraces, where the number of dangling bounds of adatoms is minimized.
On the other hand, if the diffusion length of the adatoms is limited at a low substrate
temperature, the adatoms will aggregate to each other, leading to nucleations of 2D platelets
and even 3D islands. Adatoms that have not nucleated on the surface or incorporated into the
lattice sites will end up with desorption from the surface.

Figure 3.1: Schematic illustration of the
surface processes occurring during the MBE
growth [1].

Near the equilibrium condition, the thin film epitaxial growth for a certain combination of
materials can occur basically in three growth modes as shown in Figure 3.2 [3]: (1) island (or
Volmer-Weber) mode; (2) layer (or Frank-van der Merwe) mode; and (3) layer-plus-island (or
Stranski-Krastanov) mode. The growth mode is influenced by the relative bound strength
between the atoms in the epi-layer and between the epi-layer atoms and the substrate, along
with the lattice mismatch between different materials involved. In general, island growth
mode happens when the epi-layer atoms more strongly bound to each other, but layer growth
occurs in the opposite extreme due to the favorable bonding with lattice sites on the substrate
surface. The Stranski-Krastonov mode is the intermediate combination of above two. For SiMBE, the layer growth mode is the favorable one for obtaining a high crystalline quality,
where the epi-film is formed through either layer-by-layer [4] or step-flow [5] submode,
depending on the substrate temperature and the growth rate. Whereas, the Stranski-Krastonov
mode is important for the growth of self-assembled coherent Ge islands on Si [6, 7].
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Figure 3.2: Schematic illustration of the three
basic modes of thin-film growth.

In most cases, the MBE growth occurs under conditions of supersaturation that is far from
thermodynamic equilibrium [8]. As a result, the epi-layer properties can be substantially
modified by kinetic processes through the substrate temperature and growth rate [3]. As a
more specific example, the growth of a high-quality epi-layer relies on the balance between
the deposition rate and the rates for adsorption, diffusion, nucleation, incorporation, etc. [9].
Unlike in other growth processes [such as chemical vapor deposition (CVD)], the growth
rates are independent on the substrate temperature in MBE. This unique feature makes it
feasible to study the effects of these two factors separately on a wide range of film
morphology.

3.2 MBE Apparatus and Growth Procedure
All the sample growth in this thesis work was carried out by using a Balzers UMS 630 Si/Ge
SSMBE system (nick name “Baltazar”). As schematically drawn in Figure 3.3, the system
consists of a load-lock chamber, a preparation chamber, and a growth chamber, with a gate
valve situated between adjacent chambers. Each chamber is individually supported by a
cascade pumping system involving a turbo-molecular pump and a mechanical rotary vane
pump, together with a Ti sublimation pump and a liquid nitrogen cryo-panel. After proper
baking and source outgassing, a base pressure in the growth chamber is maintained at a level
of <1×10-10 mbar. In the growth chamber, there are three electron-gun (e-gun) evaporators,
two for Si and one for Ge, to supply the constituent elements. Different from conventional egun systems, the filaments used in these evaporators are spiral-type, and are operated in a
half-focus condition for fast rate regulation (to be detailed below). P-type doping is provided
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by a high-temperature boron (B) effusion cell, and n-type doping can be implemented either
by an antimony (Sb) effusion cell or a low-energy Sb ion source [10]. The system is capable
to handle wafers up to 5 inch in diameter, however, only 3 inch Si wafers and 45×45 mm2
SiGe virtual substrates were used for this thesis work. In this case, the substrates were
supported by 5 inch adapter rings made of high purity Si. The substrate is heated radiatively
from the backside by a meander-shape graphite heater using a constant current mode, and the
substrate temperature can be monitored by a calibrated Ircon infrared pyrometer (working
range 300-800 °C) operated in the wavelength band of 0.9-1.08 µm. A reflection high-energy
electron diffraction (RHEED) setup is installed for in-situ surface analysis during the growth,
and a cross-beam quadrupole mass-spectrometer is used both for residual gas analysis and for
flux monitoring.
Figure 3.3: Schematic view of the Balzers
UMS 630 Si/Ge SSMBE system. (1) Graphite
substrate heater; (2) Substrate holder; (3)
Cross-beam quadrupole mass-spectrometer; (4)
E-gun for RHEED; (5) RHEED fluorescent
screen; (6) Water-cooled baffle; (7) E-gun
evaporator for Si; (8) E-gun evaporator for Ge;
(9) B effusion cell; (10) low-energy Sb ion
source; (11) Motor stage for sample rotation;
(12) Substrate pre-heating stage; and (13)
Sample magazine.

The Si and Ge fluxes are controlled by a microprocessor governed close-loop with the
mass-spectrometer as a rate monitor. Si isotope mass 30 and Ge mass 74 are used in the massspectrometer for the flux monitoring (mass 30 instead of 28 is chosen for Si to avoid the
influence from other residual species with mass 28, such as N2 and CO). The large-step flux
regulation is controlled by emission power of electron beams, and the small-step regulation is
achieved by beam focus adjustment. In this way, a very fast rate regulation and a long flux
stability can be obtained, which are indispensable for the growth related to the studies of THz
QC emitters. The calibration of Si and Ge growth rates was made based on the information
from X-ray diffraction measurements of calibration samples containing a fully strained SiGe
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layer on Si. The B and Sb fluxes from the thermal effusion cells are controlled by the heating
current [10].
Normally, Si substrates were chemically cleaned using the following steps:
1. Rinse in deionized water.
2. Dip in 2-5% hydrofluoric acid (HF) for 20-30 s to remove the native oxide.
3. UV ozone exposure for 5 min to remove most of the carbon atoms on the surface
UV

through chemical reaction C + O3 → CO , leaving a ~10 Å thick oxide on the
surface.
4. Repeat step 2 to remove the formed oxide.
5. UV ozone exposure for 1 min to form a thin oxide (SiOx) protection layer on the
surface.
Afterwards, the substrates were immediately loaded into the load-lock chamber in which a
pressure of ~10-7 mbar can be quickly achieved after starting pumping. The aforementioned
cleaning method was also used for SiGe virtual substrates with satisfactory results [11-15].
Prior to the growth, the Si substrate was heated at 500 °C for ~10 min for outgassing, and then
baked at ~825 °C for another 10 min to sublimate the oxide surface protection layer. Whereas
for virtual substrates, a lower temperature of ~800 °C and a longer time of ~15 min were used
for the oxide sublimation. After this in-situ thermal cleaning process, a clear 2×1 RHEED
pattern could be observed for both Si (001) and virtual substrates, indicating that an
atomically clean surface was obtained. In most cases, the growth on a Si substrate started with
a Si buffer layer of ≥ 70 nm deposited at ~700 °C. This was to repair the surface, to bury the
possible contaminations on the original substrate surface, and eventually to achieve a growth
basis with a high crystalline quality for the growth of subsequent active layers. Thereafter, the
growth was usually interrupted, in order to ramp down the substrate temperature and stabilize
it at the value for the active layer to be grown.

3.3 Growth of Si/SiGe Heterostructures
During MBE growth of Si/SiGe heterostructures, several specific effects occur spontaneously
and need to be considered. Since there exists a lattice mismatch within heterostructures, such
a lattice mismatch could be accommodated by either strain or misfit dislocations. As has been
established, the strain gives strong influences on the electronic, photonic, and even
mechanical properties of Si/SiGe heterostructures, while the strain or strain relaxation is
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affected by the MBE growth conditions. Another important issue during the SiGe growth is
the compositional uniformity in the SiGe alloy films, which is influenced by the processes of
Ge segregation and Si/Ge interdiffusion. Moreover, commonly used dopant elements, such as
B and Sb, also show a segregation behavior during MBE, but with very different kinetics in Si
and SiGe, respectively. How to control these effects is thus very crucial for obtaining desired
high-quality SiGe/Si heterostructures. The following sections briefly discuss those issues that
are most relevant to this thesis.

3.3.1 Segregation, Interdiffusion and Doping Effects
Segregation and interdiffusion are inevitable in the Si/SiGe growth and all doping processes
during MBE. Here, the discussion is restricted to Ge segregation and Si/Ge interdiffusion, as
both of them would greatly modify the effective Ge composition profile, and hence the
bandgap, confinement states, and strain condition of Si/SiGe heterostructures [16, 17].
In a general consideration, Ge segregation from SiGe alloys is due to two effects: (1) the
larger atomic size of Ge than that of Si, and (2) the smaller bond energy of Si-Ge compared to
that of Si-Si, hence it is energetically favorable for the Si matrix to reject Ge atoms on to the
surface [17]. When a SiGe layer is sandwiched between Si, Ge segregation leads to an
asymmetric Ge composition profile, with a tail extending across the Si/SiGe interface into the
capping Si. Therefore, it would smear the Si/SiGe interface. Ge segregation is evaluated by
the segregation length Δ, described as the depth at which the Ge concentration decreases
exponentially by a factor of 1/e after switching from SiGe to Si deposition, usually
normalized to the Si growth rate of R0 = 1 Å/s [18]. It was found by several groups that Ge
segregation was largely influenced by the substrate temperature, with the strongest
segregation occurring at ~450 °C (see Figure 3.4) [19, 20]. Two theoretical models have been
developed to explain the segregation behaviors at different temperature regions. For the
substrate temperature above ~400 °C, where a thermal equilibrium is reached between the
surface and subsurface atoms with a high exchange rate, the Ge segregation process is
described by the two-state-exchange model [21], as
Δ equ =

⎛E ⎞
aSi
exp ⎜ segr ⎟
4
⎝ k BT ⎠

(3.1)

where, a Si is the Si lattice constant, k B is Boltzmann constant, T is substrate temperature
and Esegr = 0.24 eV is the energy difference of Ge atoms at subsurface sites and surface
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sites. In the low substrate temperature range, the equilibrium model has to be replaced by a
surface kinetic diffusion model, which depends on the Si deposition rate R [18, 22]
Δ kin = Δ 0

⎛ −E ⎞
R0
exp ⎜ segr ⎟
R
⎝ k BT ⎠

(3.2)

where, Δ 0 = 0.0015 m and Esegr = 0.66 eV . Clearly, in this case a higher deposition rate for
the Si capping layer and a lower substrate temperature are favorable for suppressing the
segregation.

Figure 3.4: The dependence of Ge segregation
length Δ on the substrate temperature at
normalized Si capping growth rate of 1 Å/s.
The x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
and secondary-ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS)
measurement data are fitted by an equilibrium
model (dot line) and a surface diffusion model
(solid line) [18].

Si/Ge interdiffusion is simply governed by Fick’s law, but the diffusion coefficient
D (T ) = D0 exp ( − Ea / k BT ) (the prefactor D0 is ~0.2 and Ea is the thermal activation energy)

is influenced by substrate temperature and Ge content [18]. A smaller Ea (thus a larger D )
was reported for Ge content larger than 30 at %, which leads to a very asymmetric
composition profile change in the Ge-rich region and the Si host [23]. In addition,
interdiffusion process also depends on lattice strain. It was evidenced that the compressive
strain strongly enhances interdiffusion [24-26], while the tensile strain has no obvious effects
other than the unstrained condition [26].
Segregation of common dopant elements, including As, Sb, Ga, and B, is a well known
issue during Si-MBE growth (see Ref. 27 and references therein), and heavy doping also
shows strong influences on the structural properties of epi-layers [28-30]. Apart from that,
several groups recently reported that the deposition of a submonolayer of B could
substantially modify the morphology of overgrown nanostructures, like Ge QDs [31-34]. On a
surface partially covered by B, the formation of Ge QDs starts at an earlier stage,
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characterized by a much higher dot density and smaller sizes [31, 34]. Although somewhat
different explanations were proposed to describe this process in detail, they unanimously
pointed out that the disturbance of surface strain field caused by the B 2D islands took the
main responsibility. It is also believed the effects are very similar to that of pre-deposition of
carbon (C) on the capping Ge QDs [35]. In Paper 3, we observed that Si/SiGe superlattices
consisting of very thin layers were rather sensitive to such a strain field disturbance. The B δdoping with a moderate concentration of ~5×1011 cm-2 could lead to a noticeable non-uniform
Ge distribution in the overgrown SiGe layer. Through the evolution during the growth of the
repeated layer structure with thin Si barrier layers, a short-range layer undulation eventually
developed and degraded the perfection of the superlattice.

3.3.2 Strain Relaxation
As has been described in Chapter 2, elastic strain introduced by the lattice mismatch is a builtin property for pseudomorphically grown Si/SiGe heterostructures. The elastic strain energy
per unit area is related to the strain ε and the thickness h of a strained layer [18, 36], and can
be approximated by:

Estrain ∝ ε 2h

(3.3)

As increasing the stored strain energy, the strain relaxation process usually follows: (1) first
the elastic strain relaxation takes place by surface roughening without introduction of
dislocations; and (2) when the strain energy further increases (for example, the layer becomes
thicker) and reaches a certain critical value, the strain is relaxed plastically by dislocations.
For elastic strain relaxation, the surface roughens in the form of undulations or islands,
which increase the surface area. These kinds of roughening enable lattice planes that are, for
instance, compressed in the bulk of the layer to relax locally at apexes of undulations or
islands, so that the strain energy is reduced [37]. However, this process is balanced by the
increased strain at the troughs and the additional surface energy created [38]. Therefore, the
amount of strain energy that can be relieved is limited in this relaxation mode. Practically, the
strain-induced surface instability can be used to fabricate defect-free SiGe nano-structures,
such as self-assembled Ge QDs on Si.
With the accumulation of strain energy, the plastic strain relaxation usually occurs by
introducing misfit dislocations at the heterjunction interface. A misfit dislocation must
terminate at a node with another defect, upon itself as a loop, or at a noncrystal interface
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(generally a free surface, such as the wafer edge or the epi-layer surface). It is more common
that the length of a misfit dislocation is limited to arrive at the wafer edge, so that it reaches
the nearest free surface — the epi-layer surface via threading dislocations (arms), which
traverse through the entire grown film from the interface. These threading dislocations in the
fabricated devices are particularly detrimental for the device performances. The typical misfit
dislocations in a diamond lattice crystal, like SiGe, are total dislocations of 60° a/2<110> type.
The dislocation lines propagate along <110> directions, because in those directions misfit
dislocations experience the minimum crystal potential [39]. According to Peierls barrier
model, the self-energy of a dislocation is proportional to the square of its Burgers vector b
[40]. Therefore, total dislocations have b=a/2<110> corresponding to the shortest lattice
translation vectors in the diamond lattice, and b are 60° off from the dislocation lines within
the <111> planes. The <111> planes defined by dislocation lines and corresponding Burgers
vectors form the dislocation glide planes. Following Thompson’s tetrahedron rule [41], a total
dislocation can be dissociated into partial dislocations, whose Burgers vectors are not lattice
vectors, and are usually smaller than the minimum lattice vector. In diamond crystals, partial
dislocations usually present in the form of stacking faults along <111> directions. Depending
on their Burgers vectors, partial dislocations can be classified as Shockley partials
(b=a/6<112>) and Frank partials (b=a/3<111>), but only Shockley partials can glide within
<111> planes. Shockley partials can be further categorized as of 30° and 90° types based on
the angle between Burgers vector and the dislocation line. Generally, the plastic relaxation by
misfit dislocations can be described by the following three stages: (1) nucleation; (2)
propagation, by lateral glide of threading dislocations within the glide planes; and (3)
interaction.
The term “critical thickness” (usually denoted as hc ) of the epi-layer is defined as a
practical measure, which corresponds to the critical value of strain energy for introduction of
misfit dislocations. Frank and Van der Merwe made the first attempt using a thermodynamic
equilibrium theory to model the critical thickness by minimizing the total energy of a
heterostructure (the total energy was treated as a sum of the strain energy and the energy for
dislocation formation) [42-44]. Later, Matthews and Blakeslee (MB) proposed another
equilibrium model, considering the force balance between the driving force for dislocation
propagation and the dislocation line tension [45, 46]. The MB model is conceptually accepted
to be correct in predicting the epi-layer thickness at which the first misfit dislocation should
appear. However, it was discovered in many experiments that, if the growth was carried out at
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a lower substrate temperature, a completely strained layer could be obtained with the layer
thickness well above the critical value predicted by the MB theory [47-49]. This layer was
found in a metastable status, as dislocation formation could be triggered to relax the strain
when the heterostructure was subjected to a post-growth treatment, such as thermal annealing
at a high temperature. This phenomena was explained by the kinetic (non-equilibrium) model
proposed by Dodson and Tsao (DT) [50]. In this model, DT considered the rates of both
dislocation nucleation and propagation, and combined them to predict an overall strain
relaxation rate as a function of time and temperature. Based on the equilibrium and nonequilibrium critical thickness, three strain regimes can be distinguished as: stable, metastable,
and relaxed by dislocations. This is illustrated in Figure 3.5 for Si1-xGex layers epitaxially
grown on Si (001) substrate. It shows that the layers are pseudomorphic in the stable regime
when the layer thickness is below the corresponding equilibrium thickness, and strain
relaxation associated with dislocations occurs during growth if the layer thickness is larger
than the non-equilibrium value. The metastable region is bounded by the equilibrium and nonequilibrium curves, which greatly extends the flexibility in designs of the lattice-mismatched
heterostructures for various device applications. However, issues are still remained and cares
need to be taken in terms of stability of the strain condition during post-growth processing
and device operation.

Figure 3.5: The equilibrium and non-equilibrium critical thickness as a function of Ge fraction for Si1xGex

layers epitaxially grown on Si (001) substrate. The non-equilibrium curve corresponds to MBE

growth at 550 °C. The three strain regimes are indicated in the plot and are highlighted with different
colors [51].
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The specific strain relaxation process and dislocation morphology are further complicated
by lattice-mismatched heteroepitaxial growth on different crystallographic planes. For (001)
growth plane, there are four inclined {111} glide planes intersect with the (001) interface
−

along the orthogonal in-plane [ 110 ] and [ 110 ] dislocation line directions [Figure 3.6(a)]. This
results in the widely observed cross-hatch misfit dislocation network at the heterojunction
interface where plastic relaxation occurs. Such an example is presented in Fig. 6(c) in Paper
5.
When the growth is made on (110) substrates, only two {111} glide planes incline to the
−

growth plane, and intersect along in-plane [ 110 ] direction. The rest two possible {111} glide
planes are perpendicular to the (110) plane [Figure 3.6(b)]. Because there is no resolved
lattice-mismatch stress for dislocations that lie within a glide plane perpendicular to the
growth plane, the propagation of those dislocations is essentially prohibited [39, 52].
Therefore, the majority of conventional misfit dislocations should lie only alone the in-plane
−

[ 110 ] direction, presumably resulting in asymmetric lateral strain relaxation mainly along the
in-plane [001] direction. Moreover, theoretical calculations indicated that at a certain
condition Shockley partial dislocations could be the dominating dislocations during the
relaxation process for thin epi-layers grown on (110) substrates [53]. It was found the critical
thickness for 90° Shockley partial dislocations is less than that for 60° total and 30° partial
dislocations on (110) surface, as the passage of a 90° partial would produce a low-energy
ABC/BCA stacking fault. The generation of 90° partial dislocations may thus be energetically
favorable. Moreover, 90° partial dislocations experience a larger resolved stress compared to
30° partials, so that the leading 90° partials propagate much faster than the tailing 30° partials
and 60° total dislocations. The combination of these two factors would make 90° Shockley
partial as the dominant dislocation type. Nevertheless, for epi-layers with thickness >~45 nm
a cross-over occurs, so that the resolved stress for 60° total dislocations is larger than that for
90° partials [53]. Therefore, 60° total dislocations are expected to be dominating. In Paper 4,
we investigated the strain relaxation process of a thick SiGe layer grown on Si (110) substrate,
which was subjected to different post-growth annealing treatments.
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Figure 3.6: Schematic illustrations of the
symmetries of interfacial misfit dislocations at
(a) (001) and (b) (110) interfaces. Solid
straight lines show the interfacial misfit
dislocations and dotted lines outline the
intersecting {111} glide planes.

3.3.3 Low-Temperature MBE Growth
In most of practical cases, there are stringent requirements for the grown structures to have
well-defined composition and doping profiles, smooth and abrupt heterointerfaces, as well as
absence of strain relaxation. As can be seen in previous sections, the growth temperature
(more specifically, the substrate temperature during growth) is an effective “knob” for
controlling the key kinetic processes during MBE growth of Si/SiGe heterostructures, such as
segregation, interdiffusion, and strain relaxation. Therefore, there has been an increasing
interest to perform the growth at low temperatures, in order to suppress the negative effects of
those processes to the limit. On the other hand, the low-temperature MBE (LT-MBE) growth
itself introduces new phenomena. They are the direct consequences of the low adatom
mobility at low substrate temperatures, since the migration energy of adatoms is supplied by
the substrate [27]. Here, we roughly define the “low temperature” as a regime between room
temperature and ~400 °C.
Because the surface diffusion length of the adatoms is limited during LT-MBE growth,
the probability for the adatoms to settle down at correct lattice sites is thus reduced. Therefore,
it enhances generation of crystalline point defects, like vacancies, in epi-layers grown at low
temperatures. So far, the most efficient and reliable way to detect and characterize those
defects in thin epi-layers is to use positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) [54-58]. Almost
all PAS measurements on Si/Si homoepitaxy and SiGe/Si heteroepitaxy revealed a nearly
exponential increase of defect density with the thickness of the epi-layer grown at a constant
low temperature, while the defect density increases dramatically when lowering the growth
temperature. Figure 3.7 shows the density of vacancy-type defects, deduced from PAS
measurements, as a function of depth for a Si epi-layer grown constantly at 300 °C on Si (001)
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substrate. Assuming all the defects are mono-vacancies, a large vacancy supersaturator of
~3.4×1048 was obtained at the near-surface region of this film by a simply estimation [59].
Moreover, it was observed in PAS measurements that, as the defects density increased with
the layer thickness, the volume of vacancies also increased rapidly, and finally formed
vacancy-clusters or voids with a large open space [56, 58]. Certainly, a very high density of
these vacancies or voids substantially degrade the crystalline quality of films, and hence
device performances. On the other hand, it was found that the LT epi-layers containing a large
amount of vacancy defects could be used as buffers to enhance the strain relaxation of
overgrown films [59-61].

Figure 3.7: The depth distribution of vacancytype defects in a 150 nm LT-MBE Si/Si(001)
film grown at 300 °C. Beyond 70 nm the
defect density is lower than the detection limit
[56].

Furthermore, it has been well recognized that there exits a temperature-dependent critical
thickness hepi for LT-MBE growth of both Si-based and GaAs-based semiconductors [62].
When the layer thickness is above the corresponding hepi at a certain growth temperature, the
epitaxial growth breaks down, and the ordered (single crystalline epitaxy) growth mode
transfers to the disordered (amorphous) growth mode (i.e., the ordered/disordered growth
mode transition). However, this limited thickness epitaxy (LTE) only occurs when the growth
temperature is below a certain value. The upper temperature limit for LTE to occur is ~470 °C
for Si/Si(001) homoepitaxy [62], and ~170 °C for Ge/Si(001) heteroepitaxy [63] and
Ge/Ge(001) homoepitaxy [64]. The value of hepi is mainly influenced by the growth
temperature Ts [62], but it also shows a dependence on growth rate Rg . Based on a vast
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number of experimental data, it has been concluded that hepi can be expressed with Ts
following the Arrhenius form as
hepi = h0 exp ( − Eact / k BTs )

(3.4)

where, h0 is the prefactor and Eact is the activation energy for the thermally activated epitaxy,
with Eact ≈ 0.45 ± 0.1 eV for Si/Si(001) homoepitaxy, Eact ≈ 0.5 ± 0.1 eV for Ge/Si(001)
heteroepitaxy, and Eact ≈ 0.47 ± 0.1 or 0.58 ± 0.1 eV for Ge/Ge(001) homoepitaxy [62, 65].
However, a large discrepancy can be found in literature regarding the extent of influence of

Rg on h0 and Eact . Several models have been proposed to explain the LTE mechanism,
including continuous breakdown model [66], defect accumulation models [62], hydrogen and
other impurity segregation models [62, 67-69], and kinetic roughening models [62, 70].
Although those models describe the LTE process from difference perspectives, they are
linked to each other in one way or another, which in some sense also reflects the complexity
and multi-factor nature of this phenomenon. Comparatively, more evidences indicate the
defect accumulation (or, similarly, the continuous breakdown) models are closer to the root
cause. In the simplest form, these models suggest the breakdown process would involve a
continuous temperature-dependent increase in the lattice disorder concentration during LTMBE growth until the ordered/disordered growth mode transition eventually takes place.
More recently, Bratland et al. [64] systematically studied the LTE process in LT-MBE
Ge/Ge(001) homoepitaxy using various in-situ and ex-situ characterization techniques. Based
on direct observations, they proposed a model which largely clarified the prior confusions. In
their model, two temperature-dependent critical thicknesses h1 and h2 were defined. h1
corresponds to the film thickness at which bulk structural defects are first observed, and h2 is
the thickness at which the entire layer has transformed from epitaxial to amorphous. As
shown in Figure 3.8, the whole breakdown process proceeds through seven stages,
corresponding to Figure 3.8(a)-(g). At the early stage of the film growth, the surface is as
smooth as the substrate [Figure 3.8(a)]. Due to the low adatom mobility, together with the
rising of diffusion barriers at surface step edges, the adatom flux starts to diverge, leading to
the increase of nucleation on terraces. As growth continues, the resulted multi-level islands
coalesce to each other and leave trenches between islands, so that small surface roughness
appears [Figure 3.8(b) and(c)]. When the 2D growth mode still maintains, the surface
roughness continuously increases as the trenches become deeper and wider. The incomplete
filling of terraces results in the development of deep cusps bounded by {11l} facets [Figure
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3.8(d)]. As the film grows further, those facets finally transform into low-energy {111}
surfaces [Figure 3.8(e)], which is followed by the incomplete island coalescence and
subsequent formation of intercolumnar voids due to the atomic shadowing in the cusps. From
here the growth mode transition is initiated on the {111} facets by forming 111 stacking faults
due to a large possibility for atom double-positioning. The stacking faults then rapidly
develop vertically and laterally on the {111} facets, while the region between valleys still
remains crystalline [Figure 3.8(f)]. When 111 stacking faults at cusps on opposite corners or
sides of individual column meet, and the long range ordering of atoms is severely destroyed
by continuous accumulation of stacking faults on {111} planes, growth mode transition is
eventually completed with a totally amorphous overgrown layer [Figure 3.8(g)]. The
intercolumnar voids continue through the defective sublayer into the amorphous region,
creating columnar microstructures. Fig. 1(b) in Paper 3 shows such an example of typical
columnar microstructures during the growth of Si/SiGe superlattice at an unfavorably low
temperature. In Paper 5, the dramatic relaxation and surface morphology transition of a SiGe
layer grown on LT buffers was also attributed to the epitaxy breakdown process based on this
model.

Figure 3.8: Schematic illustration of the evolution of microstructures and surface morphologies
during the LT-MBE growth of Ge on Ge(001) [64].
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Chapter 4

Strain Engineering in Si/SiGe
As has been introduced in Chapter 2, the band structures and band offsets (thus the formation
of quantum structures) of Si/SiGe heterostructures are largely determined by the strain
conditions of those materials. Therefore, this provides a very important way to tailor and
enhance the electric or optical properties of semiconductors through proper design,
implementation, and control of strain in the active layers. For example, higher lateral electron
and hole mobilities can be obtained when a SiGe layer is under biaxial tensile strain and
compressive strain, respectively. Furthermore, the depth of QWs and subband confinement
states can be tuned in a Si/SiGe heterostructure by introducing different amount strain. This
thesis work mainly dealt with the two extreme cases regarding this so-called “strainengineering”, i.e., to achieve either complex strain-symmetrized heterostructures or highly
strain-relaxed SiGe layers by MBE growth.

4.1 Engineering of Strain Relaxation Process: SiGe Virtual
Substrates
4.1.1 SiGe Virtual Substrates
Although strain can be introduced locally by applying mechanical stress at specific places of
the wafer, which has been implemented in advanced Si-CMOS technology [1], there are
myriad cases where a uniform strain needs to be applied globally in the active layers across
the entire wafer. The most straightforward way to realize it is through lattice-mismatched
pseudomorphic growth on substrates with the lattice constant between that of bulk Si and Ge
[e.g., bulk-like Si1-yGey alloys (0<y<1)]. In this way, either biaxial tensile or compressive
strain can be introduced into the grown Si1-xGex (x≠y) epi-layer (or epi-layers). However,
unlike pure Si, it is very difficult to prepare SiGe wafers with a homogeneous Ge composition
directly from a SiGe melt due to the quasi-decomposition caused by strong Si component
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segregation during solidification [2]. Therefore, the most feasible way for accessing the wide
range of SiGe lattice constants is through the epitaxial growth of a completely strain-relaxed
SiGe buffer layer with the required Ge composition on a Si substrate, forming the so-called
“virtual substrate” (VS) as schematically shown in Figure 4.1. (A complete strain relaxation
of the SiGe buffer is usually preferred in order to maintain the strain stability). High-quality
SiGe VSs nowadays have become a crucial foundation for various novel microelectronic and
optoelectronic devices, such as high-speed strained Si and SiGe channel FETs (See Ref. 3 for
a general review), resonant tunneling diodes (RTDs) [4-6], Si/SiGe QC emitters [7-10], etc.

Figure 4.1: Schematic illustration of a SiGe
virtual substrate.

At normal growth conditions, a high degree of relaxation is difficult to achieve for the
SiGe layer with a uniform composition grown directly on Si, unless it has a thickness
significantly larger than the corresponding non-equilibrium critical thickness value (refer to
Chapter 3). Meanwhile, the relaxation process usually results in a high density of threading
dislocations of >108 cm-2 and a very rough surface for the SiGe layers, which are very
detrimental for practical uses [11]. In the past two decades, a tremendous amount of efforts
has been made trying to find better solutions. Several growth schemes and fabrication
techniques have been proposed and demonstrated, including compositionally-graded SiGe
growth [12-15], SiGe growth combined with ion implantation [16, 17], incorporation of strain
compliant buffer layers [18, 19], chemical-mechanical polishing (CMP) methods [20, 21], LT
Si or/and SiGe buffer layers [22-25], etc. So far, the compositionally-graded SiGe growth
scheme is the most successful method and has been commercialized [26, 27]. However, the
LT buffer approach has also attracted large interests due to the simple process and much
lower demanded growth thickness. Thereby, these two growth schemes will be briefly
described in the following sections.
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4.1.2 Compositionally-graded SiGe Growth Schemes
The compositionally-graded SiGe growth strategy usually involves growing a Si1-yGey layer
where y is gradually increased from 0 to the final value with increasing the film thickness,
followed by a constant-composition layer with the final y value. The grading profile of y can
be either linear or step-like, but the grading rate is typically ≤10 at % Ge/µm for a desired
crystalline quality in the top layer. Since the compositionally-graded part of the structure can
be considered as a sum of interfaces with low lattice mismatch, misfit dislocations are
successively introduced during growth, resulting in a vertical (i.e., along the growth direction)
distribution of misfit dislocations. This provides the benefit that most orthogonal misfit
dislocations propagate and pass each other at different growth planes, so that dislocation
pinning events are minimized [28]. In addition, high growth temperatures (typically ≥750 °C
in CVD growth for y≤0.5 [3]) promote dislocation glide velocity and suppress dislocation
nucleation rate, hence the length of misfit segments is substantially extended, while the
dislocation density (especially the threading dislocation density) is dramatically decreased.
Due to all above effects, a fully relaxed Si1-yGey layer with y=0-0.5 can readily be obtained,
having threading dislocation densities ≤106 cm-2 [3, 29]. However, the threading dislocation
density tends to increase with the final Ge composition for y>0.5.
Despite the excellent crystalline quality, there are two major drawbacks of this growth
scheme for practical device applications. The first one is the large thickness (usually several
micrometers) of the grown structures, mostly caused by the requirement for a slow grading
rate. This directly means a long process time and large source material consumptions.
Furthermore, a number of electronic and optoelectronic devices fabricated on such thick VSs
would face severe self-heating effects [30, 31], as the thermal conductivity of SiGe is
significantly lower than that of Si and Ge [32]. The second disadvantage is related to the
surface corrugation with a typical amplitude of >10 nm, which is too large for some dedicate
processing steps, like photolithography [33]. As depicted in Figure 4.2, the so-called “crosshatch pattern” surface morphology is usually observed for a relaxed SiGe layer, which is
associated with the misfit dislocation network generated during the strain relaxation process
within the layer. For compositionally-graded SiGe VSs, the large-amplitude corrugation of
the cross-hatch surface morphology stems from large pile-ups of 60° misfit dislocations inside
the graded layer through accumulation of surface steps caused by the tilt component of
Burgers vector of those dislocations [34]. The aforementioned two constrains thus motivate
the studies of the LT-buffer growth scheme. In Paper 1-3, compositionally-graded Si0.8Ge0.2
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VSs grown using low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) were used for MBE
growth of strain-symmetrized SiGe superlattice or multiple-QW structures.

Figure 4.2: Atomic force microscopy
image of a Si0.8Ge0.2 VS fabricated using
the compositionally-graded SiGe growth
scheme. The typical cross-hatch pattern
can be clearly seen.

4.1.3 LT-buffer Growth Schemes
A simple version of the LT-buffer growth scheme only consists of a constant-composition
SiGe layer grown at standard growth temperature directly on a Si buffer layer that is
deposited at a relatively low temperature. It was found that a ≤ 200 nm thick LT-Si buffer
grown at ~400 °C could dramatically enhance the relaxation of overgrown Si1-yGey layer
(typically y≤0.3) with a much lower surface roughness, while the threading dislocation
density in the top SiGe layer was comparable or less than that of VSs grown using the
compositionally-graded scheme [22, 23, 35, 36]. In this case, a high relaxation degree of
>90% can be easily obtained for a SiGe layer of only ≤500 nm thick. Therefore, these
promising results have raised a great interest for further studies and development of this
growth approach. It is generally accepted that the large amount of defects (mostly referred to
point defects) introduced in the buffer layer by LT growth are responsible for the relaxation
enhancement, together with the reduction of threading dislocations and surface roughness.
But the detailed mechanism and many other aspects still remain unclear. For example, the
optimum defect type, density, and distribution in the LT buffer have not been clearly specified
for an efficient relaxation of the SiGe layer without severe degradation of the crystalline
quality. Another puzzling fact observed by several groups was that this single LT-Si buffer
growth scheme was unsuccessful for growing relaxed Si1-yGey layer with 0.4≤y<0.6, which
exhibited the largest threading dislocation density and surface roughness over the entire range
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of y, as shown in Figure 4.3 [37, 38]. It was also quite interesting that the typical crosshatched surface morphology no longer presented when y was larger than ~0.6. In order to
extend the validity of the LT-buffer growth scheme into the Ge composition range between
0.4 and 0.6, several derivative approaches have been developed from the aforementioned
basic concept, including repeated LT-buffer growth [38, 39] and double-LT-buffer variabletemperature growth [40, 41]. The latter method is more attractive, as the total epitaxial growth
thickness could be reduced down to ~100 nm and even further below, while the overall
quality of the relaxed SiGe layer could be still satisfactory. In Paper 5, a systematic study
was carried out, trying to get more understandings about the strain relaxation mechanism for
the double-LT-buffer variable-temperature growth scheme.
Figure 4.3: Surface RMS roughness and
threading dislocation density as a function of
Ge composition for 500 nm thick Si1-yGey
layers grown on a LT-Si buffer layer (50 nm
thick and grown at 400 °C). The growth
temperatures Tg are 600 °C and 400 °C for
y=0.25-0.48 and y=0.7-1.0, respectively.
From [29] after [38].

4.2 Strain-Engineering

for

Device

Application:

Strain-

Symmetrized Si/SiGe THz QC Emitters
Due to the indirect bandgap nature, Si is usually not considered to be used for optoelectronic
device applications, especially emitter devices. Although electrically-pumped Si hybrid lasers
[42] and optically-pumped Si Raman lasers [43, 44] have recently been demonstrated, an allSi electrically-pumped laser is still missing. Different from band-to-band transitions, the
intersubband transitions within the Si/SiGe QW structures are unipolar in character, which are
direct transitions without involving phonons. This type of transitions can thus be used for
producing emitters or detectors operating in the mid- or far-infrared wavelength region. One
feasible way to fabricate an efficient emitting device using intersubband transitions is making
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multiple QW structures in series to form a cascade hierarchy, i.e., the so-called quantum
cascade (QC) scheme.
Like all unipolar devices, QC lasers (QCLs) operate by using only one type of charge
carriers, electrons or holes. They are made out of multiple periods of semiconductor quantum
structures, and designed by band structure engineering to form a potential staircase of coupled
or uncoupled QWs. The carriers (electrons or holes), which are injected (or pumped) into the
upper level, could emit photons by means of intersubband transition between discrete
confined energy levels in the QWs. Different from bipolar emitters such as diode lasers, the
carriers do not annihilate after emitting photons in the first stage of the QCL device. They are
subsequently collected at the lower level and re-injected into the second stage, where they
emit photons another time. This process continues if there are many such emitting units
connected in series. Therefore, the QCL operates like a charge carrier waterfall [45]. By
stacking the same emitting unit repeatedly along the growth direction, one carrier can cascade
down a series of identical energy steps and emit a photon with identical wavelength at each
step. Thereby, QCLs can outperform diode lasers operating at the same wavelength by a
factor greater than 1000 in terms of output power, due to the cascading effect. Another
advantage of QCLs is that, in principle, they can be designed to emit photons over an
extremely wide wavelength range using the same combination of materials in the active
region, because of the tunable energy difference between the discrete quantization levels in
the QW.
As the energy separations between subbands in Si/SiGe heterostructures are rather small,
intersubband transitions in Si/SiGe QW structures would lead to light emission in mid- and
far-infrared (from several µm to several hundred µm in wavelength) part of the
electromagnetic spectrum. In particular, the far-infrared radiation in the terahertz range (THz,
1 THz=1012 cycles per second=300 µm in wavelength) is nowadays a very “hot” research
topic, as which has been discovered having unique properties with numerous application
potentials in chemical sensing, security screening, medical imaging and diagnosis, high-speed
telecommunications, pollution monitoring, etc [46-49]. Since the first demonstration of QCL
based on GAInAs/AlInAs heterostructures in 1994 [50], tremendous improvements have been
made for III-V THz QCLs in terms of output power and operation temperature [51, 52].
However, due to the polar nature of III-V materials, there is the so-called “phonon bottleneck”
of GaAs, because of which the optical emission efficiency decreases drastically at an energy
close or blow the optical phonon energy (~36 meV, corresponding to frequency of ~8.7 THz),
due to a strong coupling with the phonon scattering [53]. Therefore, for light emission using
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transition below this energy, a Si/SiGe QCL has potentially many advantages over its III-V
counterpart, essentially originated from the absence of strong optical phonon scattering in
SiGe system. In fact, it has experimentally shown that there is a nearly temperatureindependent long intersubband lifetime up to 300 K [8, 54, 55], which thus implies that a
Si/SiGe THz QCL can potentially operate at room temperature. In the following sections, a
general introduction is given regarding three key issues for realizing a Si/SiGe THz QCL.

4.2.1 Design Schemes of Si/SiGe THz QC Emitters
So far, most of reported Si/SiGe QC emitter designs have been p-type using holes as the
unipolar carriers. This is predominantly associated with the heavy electron mass of ~0.9 me in
the tunneling direction (i.e., the growth direction) for Si or Si1-xGex (with x<~0.8) grown on
(001) substrates. Therefore, a SiGe electron cascade device would require extremely thin
tunnel barriers for efficient carrier injections. Whereas, holes have significantly smaller
effective masses (refer to Table 2.1), and they can be tailored with strain as well. This
dramatically relaxes the constrains for structural design and material growth. Moreover, the
band discontinuities in the valence band are usually larger than those in the conduction band
for Si/SiGe heterostructures.
The first Si/SiGe QC emitter was demonstrated for mid-infrared light emission [56]. The
major limitation of this work was that the QC structure was pseudomorphically grown on a Si
substrate, which consequently led to accumulation of strain with the structure thickness.
Therefore, the number of active units was inherently limited by the critical thickness. A
solution to this problem is growing the structure on a SiGe VS to form strain symmetrization
[57]. That is achieved by carefully design the thickness and Ge composition in the layered
structures, so that each layer (usually SiGe layer) under compressive strain has neighboring
layers under tensile strain, while each strained layer has a thickness below the corresponding
equilibrium critical thickness value. In an ideal case, the average (or residual) strain in each
active unit can be designed and well-balanced to be zero. Therefore, in principle the number
of active units in a Si/SiGe QCL produced in this way can be unlimited. As a practical
example, by using the strain symmetrization, a large number of quantum wells with the total
thickness far above the critic thickness vale were successfully grown on top of a SiGe VS,
and the results were presented in Paper 1-3.
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So far, only very few strain-symmetrized THz Si/SiGe QC emitter designs have been
proposed, and even less have been experimentally tested [8, 57, 58]. In this thesis work, two
different designs were grown for studies.
The first design presented in Paper 1 was based on the interwell (or “diagonal”)
intersubband transitions as schematically shown in Figure 4.4. One active unit composed of a
4.4 nm wide Si0.7Ge0.3 QW and a 2.2 nm thick Si barrier layer. Strain was designed to be
symmetrized if the active units were grown on a Si0.8Ge0.2 VSs, which therefore enabled the
growth of up to 100 active units using SSMBE [59]. According to theoretical calculations
based on the 6-band k.p computation scheme [60], optical emission at ~3 THz was expected
due to the interwell transition between the heavy hole1 (HH1) and light hole1 (LH1) subband
in two adjacent wells when a proper electric field was applied vertically across the structure.
There is one major advantage associated with this design. As one active unit contains only
two layers, it is rather economic for light emission in terms of growth thickness compared to
other designs. That means, with the same growth thickness, more optical transition events can
occur for this interwell transition design. Although theoretical modeling initially expected that
it was easier to obtain population inversion in this type of structure since the tunneling rates
could be tuned by the applied electric field, no solid proof of population inversion was
observed in experiments [57, 60]. More recently, it has been suggested that there is in fact no
mechanism to relax carriers from the LH1 to HH1 state after a radiative transition for the next
transition, therefore the carrier injection efficiency is severely compromised [58]. Due to this
fact, and also motivated by the success in III-V QCLs [61] and mid-infrared Si/SiGe QC
emitters [62], a THz QC emitter design based on the bound-to-continuum (BC) transition
scheme, in which achieving the population inversion of carriers is much easier, was made and
successfully grown in Paper 3.

Figure 4.4: Schematic illustration of the
potential diagram and the optical transition for
the interwell Si/SiGe THz QC emitter.
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Figure 4.5 shows the band diagram calculated using the 6-band k.p theory for the first
design of THz BC QC emitter, where the radiative transition between the HH bound state and
the HH miniband was expected. In this design, each active unit consisted of 16
Si0.724Ge0.276/Si superlattice layers, among which one of the SiGe layer was δ-doped with
boron in the middle. The entire QC active region contained 20 such active units, and was
sandwiched between a collector unit (close to the substrate) and an injector unit (close to the
top surface), which also composed of boron δ-doped SiGe/Si superlattice structures. The
strain symmetrization was obtained by growing the structure on a Si0.8Ge0.2 VS [10].
Although extensive structural characterizations confirmed the grown structures were of high
quality, and current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of the fabricated device revealed a correct
threshold voltage of ~1.2 V for band alignment (Figure 4.6), no significant
electroluminescence (EL) was observed [10, 58].

Figure 4.5: Band diagram obtained using 6-

Figure 4.6: Direct current I-V characteristics

band k.p computations for two active units of

of the BC QC emitter device [58].

the first BC QC design [58].

The poor EL results were attributed to the parasitic LH states between the bound HH state
and the HH miniband. As holes could scatter radiatively or non-radiatively into these states,
the radiative efficiency from the bound state to the miniband was thus substantially reduced.
In order to solve this problem, a modified design has been proposed which consists of
Si0.451Ge0.549 QWs and Si barriers grown with strain symmetrization on a Si0.6Ge0.4 VS (Figure
4.7). A larger strain was introduced in the modified design which subsequently moved the LH
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states away from the desired optical transition path, so that they would not participate in EL
or current flow through the structure [58].

Figure 4.7: Band diagram calculated using the 6-band k.p theory for the modified BC QC emitter
design, where one active unit contains eleven Si0.451Ge0.549 QWs [58].

4.2.2 MBE Growth of Si/SiGe THz QC Emitters
Si/SiGe THz QC structures are very challenging in terms of material growth, which has been
recognized as one of the key issues among other aspects [8]. Although there is a constrain for
growing extremely thick (>~4 µm) structures due to the source consumption limit, SSMBE
has several advantages compared to CVD for producing prototype devices, such as very
precise control of layer thickness and composition, more flexible in growth conditions due to
the temperature-independent growth rates, ability to obtain higher doping concentrations, etc.
However, the growth process is still complicated largely due to the lattice mismatch
introduced strain and other kinetic mechanisms.
The success of Si/SiGe QC emitters heavily relies on the precise control of energy
positions of subband confinement levels inside QWs within each active unit, and each active
unit should be identically repeated throughout the active region. Otherwise, it would result in
a large distribution in the wavelength of emitted light, together with difficulties to form
correct subband alignments for efficient carrier transportation. Apart from that, severe
deviations in layer parameters (i.e., layer thickness and composition) from the designed value
could break strain symmetrization, excessive strain would then accumulate and eventually
cause strain relaxation. Therefore, it requires a precise control of layer parameters throughout
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the entire structure, which in our work was achieved directly by a delicate growth rate control
under a constant growth condition throughout the whole growth process.
For MBE growth of Si/SiGe QC structures, growth temperature and growth rate must be
carefully chosen, in order to suppress the negative effects of some kinetic processes. As the
layer thickness in most Si/SiGe THz QC structures is in the range of nanometer or even subnanometer, a moderate level of Ge segregation and Si/Ge interdiffusion at conventional
growth temperatures would cause strong change in layer profiles, along with diffuse and
rough interfaces at heterojunctions. This was evidenced by the observation from a Si/SiGe/Si
quantum well structure grown at ~450 °C [see Fig. 1(a) in Paper 3]. An unfavorably high
growth temperature could also lead to layer undulations due to non-uniform strain distribution
caused by Ge agglomeration [63]. It has been reported that the hole subband lifetime is
partially limited by both layer undulations and interface roughness scattering [64]. Therefore,
it is necessary to carry out the growth at lower temperatures. Whereas, an unfavorably low
growth temperature may also introduce high level of vacancy-type of defects and even cause
breakdown of epitaxial growth [see Fig. 1(b) in Paper 3]. Based on our results, the process
window regarding growth temperature for a desired structural quality is rather narrow, which
is generally between 330 °C and 400 °C. At such a low growth temperature, the growth rate
should be decreased accordingly to allow a long enough time for adatom diffusion and
incorporation into proper lattice sites, so that incorporation of crystalline defects and growth
of random islands are minimized. In the present studies, we found a total growth rate of ~0.4
Å/s is a suitable choice for the aforementioned growth temperature range. In addition, when
choosing the growth temperature, another factor that need to be taken into account is the
incorporation and activation of B dopant atoms, as which are necessary carrier suppliers for ptype THz QC structures. As lowering the growth temperature, incorporation and activation
levels for B atoms also decrease, which would lead to insufficient carrier supply and
difficulties to form good electric contacts in the devices. Therefore, a trade-off should be
made for the growth temperature to achieve a proper balance between structural quality and
electric properties.
It has also been found that Si/SiGe THz QC structures with a complicated thin layer
sequence are rather vulnerable to disturbance in surface strain filed. Such a disturbance may
be introduced by even a moderate B δ-doping density as discussed in Paper 3. Thereby, a B
δ-doping density of no more than ~1×1011 cm-2 is recommended.
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4.2.3 Intersubband Lifetime Engineering
Formation of population inversion is a basic requirement for lasing, which is usually obtained
by having a longer carrier lifetime at the upper state of the optical transition than that at the
lower state. For Si/SiGe THz QC emitters, it is crucial to gain knowledge about the
intersubband lifetime dynamics, and to establish proper ways to engineer the lifetimes by
subband design. There have been several experimental and theoretical studies about subband
lifetime in Si/SiGe QW structures with subband energy level spacing within the THz
frequency range [54, 55]. One important result obtained from those studies was that, when the
HH-LH intersubband transition energy smaller than optical phonon energies, a long nonradiative subband lifetime (~20 ps) was obtained over a large range of temperature up to 300
K. This was attributed to the absence of strong polar optical phonon scattering mechanism in
the Si/SiGe system. However, the subband liftetime decreased dramatically for III-V
semiconductors at the same wavelength range when the temperature was increased over ~40
K [53]. This essentially makes Si/SiGe a promising candidate for fabrication of THz QCLs, as
these devices made of Si/SiGe can potentially work at room temperature with a higher
efficiency than their III-V counterparts.
The subband lifetime in fact can also be increased by proper design of the intersubband
transition and subband confinement conditions. It has been demonstrated for mid-infrared QC
emitters by using the interwell transition between HH states confined within adjacent SiGe
QWs [65]. It showed the subband liftetime was increased by about one order of magnitude up
to ~10 ps by increasing the Si barrier thickness. The disadvantage of this approach was that
the optical matrix element for radiative transitions was reduced as the barrier thickness was
increased. In Paper 2, we demonstrated another method to increase the subband lifetime for
intrawell LH-HH transition by modifying the confinement condition of the upper LH state.
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Chapter 5

Material Characterization Techniques
5.1 Atomic Force Microscopy
Atomic force microscopy (AFM), like other types of scanning probe microscopy (SPM), is a
widely used technique for studies of topography and other properties of material surface. The
measurement is performed by scanning the surface with a sharp tip, and the tip-sample force
is then detected. The tip is usually mounted at the end of a cantilever that serves as a force
sensor. The tip-sample force causes a static deflection of the cantilever or changes in its
dynamic properties. The so-called beam-defection method is a common way to measure the
small bending of the cantilever [1], where a laser beam is reflected from the back side of the
cantilever, and the beam deflection is monitored by a position-sensitive photodiode. The
precise movement of the sample (or the tip) is controlled typically by a piezoelectric scanner.
AFM measurements can be operated in three modes: contact mode, non-contact mode,
and tapping mode. In contact mode, the tip is dragged across the surface, and the cantilever
bending (i.e., the tip-surface force) is maintained at a constant value during the scan. The
drawback of this operation mode is that, the dragging motion of the tip, combined with the
adhesive forces between the tip and the surface, can cause substantial damage to both sample
and tip. In non-contact mode, the tip is held at a small and constant distance from the sample
surface. The surface topography is obtained by detecting the attractive van der Waals force
between the tip and the surface. However, the measurement resolution is lower than that of
contact mode due to the adsorbed gas layer on the sample surface, which takes a large fraction
of the useful range of the attractive force. In this thesis work, all AFM measurements were
carried out in the tapping mode. In this mode, the cantilever assembly oscillates at or near the
cantilever’s resonant frequency. Because the tip alternatively touches the sample surface with
a small force at a high frequency, a high imaging resolution can be obtained without
damaging the surface. The oscillation amplitude of the cantilever is maintained at a constant
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value by adjusting the tip-surface distance through a feedback control loop. In this way, the
surface topography can be obtained.

5.2 Reflection High-Energy Electron Diffraction
Reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) is a common technique for in-situ
characterization of sample surface during material growth. A typical RHEED experimental
set-up is illustrated in Figure 5.1(a), which consists of an electron gun and a fluorescent
screen. The electron beam with an energy typically ~10-30 keV (25 keV in our case)
impinges onto the sample surface at a grazing incident angle (≤2°). The diffracted electrons
from the surface are then projected on the fluorescent screen located in the forward direction.
Because of this particular geometry arrangement, the sample surface can be monitored in-situ
during growth with no masking effect that blocks the incoming growth species. Moreover,
due to the small grazing incident angle, only the first few atomic layers are probed by the
electrons, so that RHEED is extremely surface sensitive.

Figure 5.1: (a) Schematic illustration of the RHEED experimental set-up, where the incident (Kinc)
and diffracted (Kdiff) wavevectors are indicated. (b) Schematic presentation of Ewald sphere
construction in reciprocal space for RHEED.

A simple and direct way to understand the RHEED pattern is to use the Ewald sphere
construction in the reciprocal space, as shown in Figure 5.1(b). The reciprocal surface lattice
sites are represented by an array of rods that are normal to the real surface, and Ewald sphere
is drawn with the radius determined by the magnitude of the incident electron wavevector
(|Kinc|=2π/λ). Diffraction occurs in every place where the Ewald sphere cuts a rod. RHEED
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can be used to identify different surface morphologies and surface reconstructions. However,
determination of a full surface periodicity requires RHEED patterns at several azimuth
directions. In Paper 5, RHEED was employed to study the evolution of sample surface
conditions in-situ during the entire MBE growth.

5.3 X-ray Diffraction
5.3.1 Introduction
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a powerful and non-destructive material characterization technique,
which was extensively used throughout this thesis work for studying various structural
properties of Si/SiGe heterostructures, including layer thickness, Ge composition, and strain
condition.
The basic diffraction condition of XRD can be mathematically described by Bragg's law:
nλ = 2d sin θ

(5.1)

where, d is the distance between adjacent diffraction lattice planes that scatter the incident Xray, λ is the X-ray wavelength, θ is half the angle between the incident and diffracted X-ray
beams, and n is an integer representing the order of diffraction. The constructive interference
condition requires that the path difference, 2d sin θ , between the scattered rays is equal to an
integer number of X-rays wavelength, as schematically depicted in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Schematic presentation of
Bragg's diffraction law.

The Ewald sphere construction provides a relation between Bragg's law and the reciprocal
space representation of a crystal. As shown in Figure 5.3, a set of lattice planes separated by a
distance d are represented in the reciprocal space by a line of points separated by 2π / d
along the direction normal to the lattice planes. In Ewald sphere construction, a sphere with
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the incident X-ray wavevector Kinc as radius vector is drawn, so that Kinc ends at the origin of
the reciprocal space. Diffraction occurs if a reciprocal lattice point (RLP), at the scattering
vector G, lies on the surface of the sphere. The direction of the diffracted X-ray wavevector
Kdiff is thus determined by Kdiff = Kinc+G. The Bragg's law, given in Eq. (5.1), can be derived
based on the triangle formed by Kdiff, Kinc and G (with magnitude of 2π n / d ), where the
angle between Kdiff and Kinc is 2θ and K diff = Kinc = 2π / λ for an elastic scattering process.

Figure 5.3: Schematic presentation of the
Ewald sphere construction in the reciprocal
space.

5.3.2 High-Resolution X-ray Diffraction
In this thesis work, a Philips X’pert X-ray diffractometer with Cu Kα1 radiation (λ=1.5406 Å)
was used for all high-resolution X-ray diffraction (HR-XRD) measurements. Most of samples
studied in the present work involve strain-relaxed layers with a high density of crystalline
defects (such as dislocations), which cause a lower signal-to-noise ratio and diffraction peak
broadening. In this case, we used a so-called hybrid monochromator as the primary optics and
an asymmetric channel-cut Ge(220) analyzer (Δ2θ~0.005°) as the secondary optics, so that
the incident and detected beam intensity is substantially increased while the measurement
resolution still remains satisfactorily high. The hybrid monochromator consists a concave
reflection-mirror for converting a diverge beam (in line-focus mode) to a parallel beam, and a
2-crystal channel-cut Ge(220) monochromator. The divergence of the outcoming beam varies
between 0.005° and 0.01°, depending on the diffraction spectral response [3]. In Paper 1-3,
the detailed structural parameters of Si/SiGe superlattice structures were determined using
symmetric ω-2θ scans around Si (004) RLP [i.e., the G vector is perpendicular to the (001)
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sample surface, and ψ=φ=0]. In this scan mode, the movements of sample and detector are
coupled, so that the incident angle and the reflecting angle are equal [i.e. ω= (2θ)/2] all the
time during the measurement, and only the lattice spacings normal to the sample surface are
probed. Thickness and Ge composition of the superlattice layers were then obtained by fitting
the measurement curves with dynamic simulations (based on Takagi-Taupin equations) using
the simulation software “X’pert Epitaxy”.

5.3.3 HR-XRD Reciprocal Space Mapping
The position and intensity distribution of a RLP can be measured and studied using reciprocal
space mapping (RSM) of HR-XRD. This technique was employed in this thesis for
investigations of strain condition of grown structures. A RSM is obtained by carrying out
several coupled ω-2θ Bragg's scans for a range of incident angles ω±iΔω (i=0, 1, 2, ..., n) as
starting values. As mentioned above, the ω-2θ scan corresponds to a radial scan from the
origin of the reciprocal space along the scattering vector. While the successive off-sets in the
ω value correspond to an ω scan, i.e., a scan perpendicular to the scattering vector as shown in
Figure 5.4. The projections of the scattering vectors G along directions perpendicular and
parallel to the sample surface, K⊥ and K//, can be determined from the RLP diffraction peak in
the map. Therefore, corresponding perpendicular and in-plane lattice constants, a⊥ and a// ,
can be obtained.

Figure 5.4: Schematic illustration of the
principle of RSM.
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In order to investigate the strain condition of an epi-layer, it is necessary to know both

a and a//L (the notation and indices are the same as define in Chapter 2) through asymmetric
L
⊥

RSMs around a RLP corresponding to a set of off-surface-normal lattice planes. In our case,
RSMs around Si (113) RLP were used for characterization of the structures grown on (001)
substrates. While for samples grown on (110) substrates, Si (260) and (062) were chosen. The
relative lattice mismatch between an epi-layer and the substrate in both perpendicular and
parallel directions can then be determined using the following equations:
f⊥ =

a⊥L − a⊥S Δ (1/ K ⊥ ) K ⊥S
=
= L −1
a⊥S
1/ K ⊥S
K⊥

(5.2)

f // =

a//L − a//S Δ (1/ K // ) K //S
=
= L −1
a//S
1/ K //S
K //

(5.3)

Combined with Eq. (2.9), the degree of relaxation of a Si1-xGex layer on Si(001) can thus be
expressed by the ratio between the parallel lattice mismatch and the mismatch for a fully
relaxed layer [3]

R=

a//L − a//S
f
= //
f
a Lfully relaxed − a S

(5.4)

Taking into account the non-linear variation of the lattice constant with the Ge composition
for a SiGe alloy, the Ge composition x of the Si1-xGex layer can be estimated from the
equivalent lattice mismatch using the following equation [4]

f (x ) = 3.675 × 10−2 x + 5.01 × 10−3 x 2

(5.5)

5.4 Transmission Electron Microscopy
With different imaging techniques in transmission electron microscopy (TEM), information
from various structural and chemical analyses of the sample can be directly “seen”. In TEM, a
highly coherent and monoenergetic electron beam is generated from an electron gun through
either thermionic or field emission. Through a series of electromagnetic lenses, the highenergy electrons (200 keV in our case) interact with electron-transparent thin specimens, and
the transmitted and forward scattered electrons are transformed into images. The incident
electron beam can be regulated in either microprobe mode (parallel-beam mode) for TEM, or
nanoprobe mode (convergent-beam mode) for scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM) [5].
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In TEM, bright-field (BF) images are produced by placing an aperture in the back focal
plane of the objective lens to remove the Bragg reflections, allowing only the transmitted
beam to contribute to the image formation. Dark-field (DF) images can be obtained by
displacing the aperture to block the central transmitted beam and the other diffracted beams,
so that images are formed by only one selected diffracted beam. Because much less electrons
are collected in the DF imaging, the image intensity is much lower. However, one benefit
gained in this imaging mode is that the contrast is largely improved. DF imaging technique
can be also used to study specific properties of dislocations. For example, the type of the
dislocation can be identified by selecting a certain diffracted beam to form the image.
According the invisibility criterion g ⋅ b = 0 (g is the scattering vector associated with the
diffracted beam, and b is the dislocation Burgers vector), there is no contrast to be seen in the
image in connection to the dislocations, if g and b are perpendicular to each other, i.e., the
dislocations are invisible at this particular imaging condition.
In STEM, the electron beam is focused into a very small probe, which scans over an area
of interest in the specimen. In our studies, the scattered electrons at high angles were collected
by a high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) detector below the specimen. In such a way, a
composition-contrast (i.e., Z-contrast) image could be obtained.
The specimen preparation is very crucial for successful TEM/STEM imaging. In this
thesis work, specimens for both plan-view and cross-sectional view TEM imaging were
prepared by mechanical polishing with diamond papers down to ~50 µm thick followed by
low-angle ion milling until the electron transparency was reached. In order to prevent
annealing effects caused by severe heating during ion milling, the chosen ion energy was
generally limited to be ≤ 4 keV.

5.5 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
In Paper 1 and 3, the EL spectra of Si/SiGe THz QC emitters were obtained by using Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). FTIR can be simply described as a modified
Michelson interferometer, where an external infrared light beam is separated into two by a
semitransparent mirror (usually called a beam splitter). One of the beams is reflected by a
fixed mirror, while the other beam is reflected by a moving mirror, and they recombine again
as the outgoing beam. In this process, interference occurs due to the difference in the optical
path introduced between the two reflected beams. The interference conditions for all the
frequencies contained in the incident beam, and thus the intensity of the output beam are
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modulated depending on the wavelength of the incident beam and the scanning speed of the
movable mirror. Through Fourier transformation, the measured interferogram of the outgoing
beam is converted to a frequency (or wavelength) spectrum of the incident infrared beam.

5.6 Pump-Probe Spectroscopy
The time-resolved pump-probe spectroscopy was employed in Paper 2 for the investigation
of intersubband lifetime dynamics of Si/SiGe QW structures with intersubband transition
energies falling into the THz frequency range. The measurements were carried out by using
the Dutch Free Electron Laser for Infrared eXperiments (FELIX), in the Netherlands. The
free-electron laser is the only laser source that has a short enough pulse duration and a high
enough intensity to bleach the fast recovery transition in a wide far-infrared wavelength range
of interest [6]. The FELIX delivers so-called “macropulses” with a length of 5-20 µs at a
maximum repetition rate of 5 Hz [7], and each macropulse contains a train of “micropulses”
of a minimum of 2 ps duration with a 25 MHz repetition rate [8]. The wavelength of the laser
beam is tuned to the absorption peak of the intersubband transition of interest. The pump
beam is directed on to the sample to bleach the lower subband state. A small part of the pump
beam, the probe beam, is split by a beam splitter into a movable retroreflector, which acts as a
delay line. The probe is then directed on to the sample, and the transmission of the probe, as
the absorption recovers due to the carrier relaxation from the upper subband state back to the
lower one, is measured as a function of the delay time. The non-radiative lifetime of the upper
subband state is then evaluated by the exponential decay time of the probe transmission
change.
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Chapter 6

Summary of Included Papers
6.1 Paper 1
Si/SiGe THz QC emitters based on the HH1-LH1 diagonal intersubband transition between
two adjacent wells were studied. Emitter structures consisting of a Si/Si0.7Ge0.3 superlattice up
to 100 periods were grown on Si0.8Ge0.2 virtual substrates by using MBE at ~350 °C with a
typical growth rate of ~0.3 Å/s. The surface morphology and structural properties of the
grown samples were characterized using AFM, XRD, and TEM. It was shown that nearly
perfect strain symmetry in the superlattice with high material quality was obtained. The layer
parameters were precisely controlled with deviations of ≤ +2 Å in layer thickness and ≤ ±1.5
at % in Ge composition from the designed values. The fabricated emitter devices exhibited a
dominating emission peak at ~13 meV (~3 THz) at both 4 and 40 K, which was consistent
with the expected intersubband transition according to the design.

6.2 Paper 2
In this paper, the intersubband lifetime was studied by engineering Si/SiGe multi-QW
structures for intrawell HH1-LH1 transitions with transition energies below the Ge-Ge optical
phonon energy. Three strain-symmetrized Si/SiGe multi-QW structures were designed in such
a way that the LH1 excited states were continuously less confined in the QWs. The structures
were grown on Si0.8Ge0.2 virtual substrates by using MBE at ~380 °C with a typical growth
rate of ~0.33 Å/s. Extensive material characterizations by using AFM, XRD, and TEM/STEM
showed that these structures were essentially strain-symmetrized with a high crystalline
quality. An excellent growth control was also verified with very small structural parameter
deviations compared with the designed values. The time-resolved pump-probe measurements
confirmed an increase in the lifetime of the LH1 state by a factor of ~2, in an excellent
agreement with the theoretical calculations. This was because the LH1 state wavefunction was
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tailored through careful band structure design, so that the overlap between LH1 and HH1
states was controlled. Moreover, holes scattered into the SiGe spacer layer showed a long
lifetime of several hundred picoseconds before transporting back to the well ground state via a
spatially diagonal tunneling process.

6.3 Paper 3
An attempt for producing the first QC THz emitter based on the bound-to-continuum
transition was made. The structures with a complicated design of 20 periods of active units
were extremely challenging for the growth, as one unit contained 16 Si/Si0.724Ge0.276
superlattice layers with a large variation in thickness for each individual layer, in which the
thinnest one was only 8 Å. The growth parameters were carefully studied, and several
samples with different boron δ-doping concentrations were grown at the optimized growth
temperature of ~330 °C with a total growth rate of ~0.36 Å/s. Extensive material
characterizations revealed a high crystalline quality of the grown structures with an excellent
growth control. Short-range layer undulations were observed in the sample with the highest
boron δ-doping concentration. This was explained by the non-uniform strain field introduced
by the high doping concentration. The weak EL observed from the fabricated devices was
attributed to the parasitic LH states on the radiative transition path between the bound states
and the miniband.

6.4 Paper 4
Strain relaxation of Si0.8Ge0.2/Si(110), which were subjected to different annealing treatments,
was studied by using HR-XRD RSM technique. RSMs were carried out mainly around Si
(260) and (062) RLPs in order to obtain the lattice mismatch in the two major in-plane
directions. The in-plane lattice mismatch was found to be highly asymmetric with the major
strain relaxation observed in the lateral [001] direction. It was concluded that this was
associated to the formation and propagation of conventional 60° a/2<110> dislocations
oriented along [ 1 10]. This was different from the relaxation observed during growth, which
was mainly along in-plane [ 1 10]. Moreover, a method was developed for calculating Ge
composition of a fully-strained SiGe/Si(110) layer from XRD RSM measurements.
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6.5 Paper 5
A double-LT-buffer variable-growth-temperature growth scheme was studied for fabrication
of strain-relaxed thin Si0.6Ge0.4 layer on Si(001) by using MBE. The growth temperature
influence of individual LT-buffer layer on the relaxation process and final structural qualities
was investigated in detail by means of various in-situ and ex-situ characterization techniques.
The LT buffers consisted of a 40 nm Si layer grown at an optimized temperature of ~400 °C,
followed by a 20 nm Si0.6Ge0.4 layer grown at temperature ranging from 50 °C to 550 °C. A
significant relaxation increase together with a surface roughness decrease both by a factor of
~2, accompanied with the cross-hatch/cross-hatch-free surface morphology transition, took
place for the sample containing a LT-Si0.6Ge0.4 layer that was produced at ~200 °C. This
dramatic change was explained by the association with a certain onset stage of the
ordered/disordered growth transition during the low-temperature MBE, where the high
density of misfit dislocation segments generated near surface cusps largely facilitated the
strain relaxation of the top Si0.6Ge0.4 layer.
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